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Overview
In the rapidly evolving business world, you must build a motivated and productive workforce.
The age-old legacy models to drive end-user engagement do not go well with the millennial
workforce. The new-age users expect a dynamic work environment to be able to work
efﬁciently and make meaningful progress.
Considering this, you must think strategically and leverage technology to introduce some
innovative employee engagement programs.
Gamiﬁcation is one of them - a new-age concept of keeping employees motivated while using
gaming as a medium. You can create a game-like experience for employees during their work
period. This approach promises to infuse energy into employees and instills conﬁdence,
keeping them competitive, while improving their performance and boosting their productivity.

Core Operational Challenges Faced by Business Leaders
 Low workforce productivity
 Unsatisfactory performance
 High attrition rate
 Limitation on up-skilling and cross-skilling proﬁciency
 Lack of responsiveness towards work
 High turnaround time (TAT)
 Lack of awareness on given targets
 Errors in transactions
 Boredom due to the monotonous nature of tasks
 Lack of self-evaluation

All the above challenges end up hurting customer experience.

Newgen's Gamiﬁcation Application for Employee Engagement
Newgen's gamiﬁcation application leverages game design elements to provide game like experience to your users while
making their everyday tasks more engaging. The gamiﬁcation application, built on a digital automation platform, is
powered by cutting-edge technologies.
The application enables you to pre-deﬁne business objectives and rules to optimize three crucial aspects of business
operations, namely effectiveness, efﬁciency, and people skills. Leveraging the application, your users can track their
progress in real time, get instant notiﬁcations when they achieve their goals, get insights into the performance of their
colleagues. Further, the application helps global inhouse centers and business process outsourcing organizations
(BPOs) in speeding up routine processes and enabling employees to deliver smarter results.
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Core Capabilities of the Application
Game Design Techniques
 Competition and cooperation among users

(leaderboard and teams)
 Engagement and feedback loops (points and badges)
 Player journey (missions, badges, and levels)
 Rewards (status, recognition, and tangible rewards)

Game Mechanics
 Rules, points, levels, missions, leaderboard, and badges

conﬁguration
 Accolades and feedback notiﬁcation

Game Rules
 Deﬁnition settings for transactions, turnaround time,

etc.

Game Console

Game Elements
 Employee relationship and social dynamics
 Narrative and progression
 Motivation and habit formation
 High responsiveness

Badges, Achievements, and Rewards
 Gamiﬁcation badges, level of players, and rewards
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Business Beneﬁts

Behavioral Beneﬁts
Bring intrinsic
motivation amongst
users towards work,
decision- making, and
proactive learning

Operational Beneﬁts
Intervene directly in daily
operations through game
mechanics and gain 360degree visibility
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Effectiveness
Improved quality of output
 Reduced rejection of
activities in the workflow
 First-time-right


Skill development
Up-skilling and
cross-skilling
 Knowledge
retention



Efficiency
Improved productivity
 Faster TATs
 Adherence to process service
level agreements
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